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ABSTRACT

The issue of reason and its division into theoretical and practical reason is one of important issues in philosophy, whether in the philosophy of Kant or Allamah Tabataba’i. Kant maintained that there is a faculty in human which has two independent functions; theoretical reason based on its a priori rules pays it attention to recognition of “what is”, by taking its materials from experiences and combining them with mind’s forms, in this way it will acquire cognition. But metaphysical issues such as God and self and world as a whole, aren’t existed in the world of experience, so there is no way towards their cognition by theoretical reason. Although this doesn’t mean that the way for their understanding is obstructed and that no way is available to understand them. So just here a way appears as practical reason. Practical reason concerns about ethical musts and must not, and aiming to prove and justifies its propositions, presumes metaphysical things.

In contrast, in Tabataba’i’s philosophy there are two independent faculties that each has its specific function. Theoretical reason concerns about understanding of facts and “what is” and practical reason pays it attention to ethics and what Allamah Tabataba’i called constructed things. For Allamah theoretical reason, which included a wider realm, is a reason that also can study metaphysical issues such as God and self and to obtain knowledge about them.

In the present paper we will try to compare Tabataba’i’s viewpoint of theoretical reason and practical reason with Kant’s, and this will be suggested that both thinkers have some agreements and disagreements about theoretical reason and practical reason and their relations. For example both thinkers maintained that practical reason about its statements or votes has independence from theoretical reason and that those statements originated in reason, therefore it doesn’t need the world of experience for justification and confirmation of its statements.
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INTRODUCTION

“Reason”, wisdom, and bodily sense in the thought of Greek philosophers divided into “theoretical” and “practical”. Some philosophers regarded same nature for theoretical reason and practical reason, and maintained that the material of both of them is reasoning, with a difference that what is the subject of understanding by theoretical reason is a knowledge kind, and about practical reason, its subject is actions. Even some stated that division based on subject isn’t right, and that the understanding of both is upon theoretical reason. And some believed that: the kind of one of them is perception, and the other one is act, then interaction between the two leads to a combination of knowledge and act.

Two great contemporary thinkers who thought of this matter in modern age, in western and Islam world, are Kant and Tabataba’i. According to foundations of their knowledge, they have different views about this matter, although there are some similarities between them that lead comparison of both philosophers.

Kant’s philosophical system, in both practical and theoretical sections, is introduced consistently and in an ordered way. His philosophy has been started with recognition and then ended to metaphysic. Although some of Kant commentators maintained that main aim of Kant in discussing about recognition was to provide a philosophy for strengthening the foundations of mathematics and sciences, and metaphysic was a secondary matter; but others believed that according to the results from Kant’s works in critical period, is that he was highly under influence of metaphysic crisis in his time and he had tried to find a solution for that.

Theoretical reason for Tabataba’i is a reason that judges about the truth of things and their existence and nonexistence and their inherent qualities, whether they are in the realm of human behavior or not. Theoretical reason’s propositions are insights that signify things and reflect something in external world, so in this regard he has a viewpoint like Kant’s. In other words, theoretical reason takes its foundations from experience and external world.

But practical reason as an independent faculty has a specific function. The realm of practical reason for Tabataba’i is human acts, and practical knowledge doesn’t represent realities.
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A comparative look at these two great thinkers, from west and east, is very important because both are philosophy of ethics and have a new idea and innovation about practical reason and its relation with theoretical reason. Division of reason into theoretical and practical and also the way of their influence on each other will demonstrate that how much both thinkers have agreement and disagreement about definition, method and limits of understanding, and how these two reason are functioning. We can find a deeper perception of this controversial issue through explanation of these agreements and disagreements.

**Theoretical and Practical Reasons in Kant’s Philosophy**

Using Copernicus’s model which said if we reverse the relation between mind and object and saying that for verification of a theory it is the object and the external that must be matched with the structure of mind, then we conclude that in this way we can explain synthetic a priori propositions.

Therefore self and its abilities have extensive effect on our understanding of the world, and in other words, self is the necessary condition of knowledge. Plentiful experimental data can be understood and ordered through this self in a meaningful whole.

In theoretical field Kant maintained that knowledge is a combination of mental forms and external material. Self through its forms makes knowledge possible. Self, in theoretical field, has three faculties: sensation, understanding, and reason. And Kant refers to another one that is active imagination which is placed between senses and understanding which plays an intermediate role and conveys formations.

“Sense”, “understanding” and “reason” could be surveyed respectively and in proportion with natural function of human’s perceptional faculties. For Kant, the realm and limits of recognition of senses necessarily will imposed themselves on understanding, and the later one will imposed its requirements on reason.

“Space” and “time” are presented as a priori forms of sense, and “a priori details” in “transcendental senses”. The a priori forms of time and space are described as two conditions for any mathematical knowledge; so that geometry and its proofs are based on theoretical intuition of “space”, and mathematics and its axioms are based the theoretical intuition of time. And generally both are grounds and a priori base of any experimental cognition; but a priori forms of perception don’t limit to these two (time and space), and Kant in his works specially in the section of “transcendental logic”, in *Critiques of theoretical Reason*, tried to demonstrate that there are also some non-mathematical concepts that signify external things. And fundamentally the knowledge of experimental objects is impossible without them. The system of a priori principles of understanding makes this possible for us to issue synthetic a priori propositions (as it represented itself in experimental sciences especially in physic).

Synthesis and more importantly unity of perceptions from sensuous intuition were possible by understanding components, therefore sense and understanding (definitely through active imagination) by application of its specific a priori forms, combine perceptions with concepts and give them unity, and this provides the needed background for declaring scientific axioms. Kant understood very well that emergence of scientific axioms—in the way he thought of it—besides need of synthesis and combination of many perceptions, also it demands another element, namely “unity” and the unification act by subject; because the act of synthesis and combination itself is based on a prior subject, or an conscious understander who is aware about the “necessity” of such synthesis. But in fact the processes of synthesis and unification will be done simultaneously by same faculty and ultimately by true subject. Therefore for Kant, self and its faculties play the main role in recognition of knowledge.

**Theoretical and Practical Reason in Tabataba’i’s Philosophy**

Humankind is defined as “talking animal” in the thought tradition of Islamic thinkers. Talking (in its logical meaning) is a parameter for separation so it is the distinction between human and animal. According to Islamic thinkers, this separation leads to humankind wholeness and soundness, and human is human because it is talking. Talking refers to that part of human truth that has the power of thinking that also called as self. The content of Molavi’s poem also refers to this truth that humankind’s essence is composed of thinking and its thoughts which are upon self. If we named the structure and entity of humankind as its nature, so we can say that thinking is a part of its nature, or in another words, thinking is a natural thing for human.

Allamah Tabataba’i who is nurtured out of Islamic tradition has same anthropological view and for him a characteristic that distinguished human from animal is that trait -namely talking and thinking ability as human’s
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existential truth. In interpretation of verse 179, Al-I'raf chapter, about those that Holy Quran introduced them as animals and even inferior, Tabataba’i said:

"فَقَدْ وَأَمَّلَىُّ اللَّهُ بِالإِنسَانِ مِن سَائِرِ الْحِيَانِ وَهُوَ تَمْيِيزُ الخَيْرِ وَالشَّرْرِ وَالنَّافعِ وَالضَّارِ بَيْنَ الْحَيَاةِ الْعَالِمِيَةِ السَّعُودَةِ مِن طَرِيقِ السِّمْعِ وَالنَّظَرِ وَالْوَارِدِ.

Fovad (which is used instead of Heart by Tabataba’i) here refers to human’ self that has thinking ability:

"المعنىان جميعاً، التعقل و السمع - في الحقيقة من شأن القلب أي النفس المربكة فهو الذي يبعث الإنسان إلى ما يعقله أو يسمعه من ناسح مشفق..."

Therefore the reason of human is a part of his structure and existence or his essence, and rationality needs coordination with essence and self and moving on its natural path:

"فلْتَفْقِطِ الْعَقْلُ عَلَى مَا عَرَفَتْ بِالْقَلْبِ، وَتَعَقَّلْ وَالسَّمْعُ - فِي النَّظَرِ وَالْفَهْرُ وَالمَرْكَبَةُ وَالْعَصْرُ، وَمَا جَبَّ اللَّهُ عَلَى الْإِنسَانِ إِلَيْهِ مِن ادْرَكَ الْحَقَّ وَالْبَاطِلَ...

Allamah Tabataba’i in this expression divided reason into two kinds, practical and theoretical. In his eyes, theoretical reason is about science and “what is-s”, but he regarded practical reason as a reason that discusses about musts and must nats of life and considered it about human acts and behaviors.

Comparison of Kant’s and Tabataba’i’s Practical and Theoretical Reason

One of important thing in Kant’s and Allamah’s philosophy is a distinction that they consider between noumenon and phenomenon. Confessing a sort of necessary relation between noumenon and phenomenon, Kant maintained that it is an inescapable thing to accept noumenon, but he said that because noumenon never will be experienced, it will remain unknown forever. In the other side, Allamah emphasized that what emerges in mind (nature) is an appearance and representation of reality (existence). So in contrary to Kant, there will establish a meaningful connection between phenomenon and noumenon, then the problems in Kant’s philosophy reach their answer in an acceptable way.

According to this, another division in reason is suggested by these two thinkers. Both maintained that reason is divided into practical and theoretical, and they believed that it is upon theoretical reason to know “what is-s” and also recognition of objects and external world; and the task of practical reason is to know what are life’s musts and must nats, and ethical principles.

But about the concerns of practical and theoretical reason, besides similarities they have differences also. In Kant, we have one reason that has two functions, theoretical and practical functions, in fact practical reason continues the way of theoretical reason and covers it limitations; and in contrary to Kant, according to Allamah we have two independent reasons which each has separate function, so that practical reason’s concerns are constructed things and the concerns of theoretical reason are real things.

Quiddity of Practical Reason for Kant and Allamah

Both thinkers considered reason as discriminator of human from other animals, regarded it as a gift for humankind. Their views of reason lie within two similar frames from two different aspects: 1- in regard with inherent value of reason in human, 2- in regard with the function of reason in human existence.

For Kant through reason human can enact moral code, through reason they can turn themselves into a religion, or can acquire dignity and status. Humankind through reason has conscience and according to it will own good will. In the view of Kant, this firm foundation is very reason, and he released it from religion dominance.

Allamah Tabataba’i also saw reason as a divine gift that provides us distinction between good and evil, and he was proud of being the follower of a religion that all its rules are based on reason and has been invited people towards reason. Allamah declared that it leads to calmness and fortune of human if its existential aspects to be under supervision of reason. Reason is the noblest force in human existence.

For Allamah it is the genuine character of human that its reference is reason, and he believed that the quality of human life is dependent on surviving of reason against feeling. Directing on correct direction, perfectionist people use it for acquiring fortune and happiness. There is a force in reason that can distinguish right from wrong, but it may be deviated by long wishes and desires … God defines reason as a force that human enjoy it in his religion and by it he can find his way to truth and knowledge and righteous acts. Kant also regards cultural and moral things such as freedom, virtues, and equality as a priori principles, and in terms of Kant they are inherent of reason. But their realization is gradual and scheduled. For both thinkers, this reason automatically evokes respect to each other within us, therefore both of them tried to place the rationality umbrella over everything. Both philosophers paid their

attention to the functional importance of reason because it can release human from obeying desires and lusts. Allamah maintained that when one or more of person’s internal desires erupted and he is suffering from high anger or excessive fear or felt hopeless or is arrogant and stingy, so he can’t decide rightly, except he thinks that his vote a reason-based one. Therefore reason can save human from those desires which were mentioned by Allamah. It is the case also in Kant’s philosophy that reason leads to freedom for human, also to dignity –as in comparison with freedom. So reason for both philosophers is the origin of ethics and humanity, and as a distinguisher between human and animal.

Another point is about the relation between practical reason and theoretical reason. For both thinkers, there is no remarkable relation between theoretical and practical reason, whether for Kant that practical reason for him is a sort of complimentary for theoretical reason and it shortages, and in view of Allamah the votes of practical reason are constructed things that have nothing to do with theoretical reason’s votes.

Unity or Duality of Theoretical and Practical Reasons

Kant believed that both reasons in fact are one. In other words, we have one force that sometimes because of a specific function we call it as theoretical reason and in other times because it has another kind of function, therefore we call it practical reason. It is like an actor who plays two roles. This opinion itself has different kinds which will be mentioned below. It is said that here there is a difference between these two reasons, namely their objects or things are understood, and definitely reason here is the understander.

In fact the problem isn’t that we have two reasons or two faculties, but if we consider human’s reason, this reason may have two distinct functions. One of them is “cognition”, but a cognition that isn’t related with act. When we discuss about the secret of galaxy or human’s eternity, at first our aim is to find a secret. This is theoretical epistemology. But we sometimes try to reach a cognition that isn’t separated from act and we obtain this because we engage with it practically. For example cognition about ethical issues is a practical cognition, but it isn’t that when we speak of ethics, so a practical cognition is acquired. For example a cognition that a sociologist obtains about ethics in a tribe or a nation through research, is a theoretical one. The aim of our cognition is to determine what is in agreement with reality (true) and what is false (opposing to reality). In practical cognition we try to distinguish between good and bad, which behavior is right and which one is wrong. One is aware that a work is right if he do it. This kind of reason’s function is called cognition of act.

Kant believed that as we have some obvious rules in theoretical reason that have priority to experience and are considered as a priori, in same way in the realm of practical reason we have a group of rules that are a priori axioms and human’s reason in itself can understand them. Definitely the difference between theoretical and practical reason for Kant is merely about their applications. We have only one reason, Kant declared that there is ultimately one reason but its references are different. This means that we have only one reason but it can deal with its concerns in two ways. “In one way it objectifies its concern, while this concern in fact is from another origin than reason, another way is that the concern to objectify itself. Former is the knowledge of theoretical reason and later is the knowledge of practical reason." In other words, reason in its theoretical function realized objects that are presented to it in intuition, but in its practical function, it is in itself the origin of its concerns. According to Kant, reason in its practical function deals with the foundations of determination and assessment of will. Or it is a faculty that “develops opposite or correspondent object to concepts, or intends to develop them (whether the material strength for this is enough or not), namely it requires its causality.¹ Theoretical reason deals with knowledge and understanding, but practical reason deals with preference according to ethical rules.

But in contrary to Kant, Allamah Tabataba'i believed that we have two independent faculties that one of them is theoretical reason which pays it attention to what is-s and the other one is practical reason that musts and must nots are its focus. Theoretical reason is used when we examined some theoretical inquiries and contents. But there are some important points about the difference between theoretical and practical reasons for Allamah that must be developed. Some emphasize on this matter that understanding of theoretical thinking is dependent on considering some questions about explanation and anticipation. This means that on one hand theoretical reason explains previous facts that are happened before, and on the other hand, describes what will happen in future. In this regard, theoretical thinking focuses on facts and their explanation. These contents are expressed by some terms which are understandable for all. With attention to these matters, theoretical rationality is an approach that is used in natural sciences and the humanities science, and tries to provide a description of their related events.

Therefore, in contrary to Kant, practical and theoretical reasons are two separate faculties with specific functions for Allamah. Understanding in fact is the task of theoretical reason. Any kind of understanding is occurred
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by a faculty called theoretical reason. Whether its concern is general or specific, or whether it is related to act or not related to act. Understanding is the work of theoretical reason. But practical reason is a working faculty. And its work is only act. Generally these are two utterly independent faculties for self. And same as anger and lust have nothing in common.

The relation of Practical Reason to Causality and Option

Duty is an act that one is required (obligated) to do it. These acts are determined by practical reason. “Law is a statement that includes an absolute order.” Law is divided into two parts: practical and theoretical. Here practical law (namely laws as are composed by practical reason) is considered. For Kant, practical law that is originated in fortune, is pragmatic law (caution and prudence rule), and the law, if any, that hasn’t any motive but happiness is ethical law. The former shows us how to reach happiness, and the latter shows us how to keep it. The former is based on experimental principles, because it is related to satisfaction of desires; and the latter is only related to choice right in reasonable being. What here called “ethical law” and is related to rational being is the origin of duty. A characteristic of this law is that it has generality and necessity. These two characters are distinguishers between law and rule. According to division of reason into theoretical and practical, law is divided into two kinds: theoretical law belongs to “what is” according to causality in nature; and practical law belongs to what “must be” according to choice right or practical reason. So we call the origin of duty sometimes practical reason and sometimes option and sometimes ethical law, and these interpretations are used in Kant as synonyms.

The fundamental idea of Kant’s ethics is that human’s act must be not only in compatible with duty but also must be merely upon duty and in regard to ethical law, hence Kant ended up the fundamental concept in his philosophy of ethics, namely will’s autonomous quality; for Kant one mustn’t obey nobody except human for establishment of ethics, this is human being that enact and enforce ethical law that originated from its absolute theoretical reason, now if we evoke other things except human –even God- for doing an ethics-based act, then we are under sovereignty of another one and our act isn’t an ethical one, in other words we aren’t free anymore. Freedom realized when human obeys reason and conscience. In other words, while one can don’t act ethically, but he hears his conscience and acts ethically, a practice that is merely his duty. Therefore all people who seeks ethical law in anything other than human, not only destroyed human’s freedom but also ethical value will be ruined. The point that must be considered is that freedom is an idea, and idea in Kant is a guiding principle. Definitely freedom idea is provable in in ethics, but since human has two sides, material and spiritual, human in the realm of phenomenon is required and obligated, and in the realm of noumenon is free, therefore we can’t and don’t know how to be aware of our freedom and to make it as an object to our cognition in a way that we obtain knowledge and cognition about phenomenon in the realm of theoretical reason.

In comparison of Kant’s opinion on freedom with Allamah’s opinion it can be said that in both philosophers’ thought, the freedom of human is his inherent right because of his rationality and dignity. Dignity and freedom have a tight relation in both ethics of Kant and Allamah. In one hand, human must be free because human has rationality and dignity, and in the other hand, freedom itself leads to dignity for human. In Kant’s philosophy the internal side of freedom is considered more than its external side. This means that human not obeying lust and desires. Freedom is an essential concept in Kant’s philosophy of ethics which has a role to play in both parts of his philosophy, theoretical and practical, although it is more important in practical part. Kant regarded freedom as the base of ethics, and the foundation of the principles that are originated from this freedom, which requires human to be moral, is rationality. This is why he believed that moral laws not only about human, but also about all reasonable beings are applicable and their trueness among human kind is merely because they are reasonable. Kant considered the generalizability of moralities, and this generalizability can be realized only through reason. Because feelings have a personal dimension and are different one by one. This freedom is related to releasing from any pressure externally or internally and also is related to person’s relations. Because leads to creativity in human.

For Kant human is an independent being. The most prominent principle in Kant’s ethics philosophy is the independence of will. Since it is the origin of human nature’s dignity and any reasonable being; and in contrary, dependence or other kind of belief degrades humankind into lower level, and this is in opposition to inherent dignity of human.

Both thinkers, especially Kant, warned about imitation of others, because human is defined according to his thinking, and imitation is an obstacle in the way of growth and true fortune. For Allamah imitation in reason-related issues is against dignity and respect. Also for Kant, imitation has no position in ethics.

An important ethical supposition in Quran is freedom and right to choose for subject. This was regarded by Allamah also. And this is a deniable principle that human may find his way to perfection in all levels. Allamah also in interpreting Quran emphasized on person’s option, and described his view in this regard during the interpretation of Quran’s verses. For example in interpretation of verse 88, chapter 12, stated that: human in the creation is free to
choose, and gave him freedom to act. So that he can choose to do or not to do an act. If he decided to do, he is free to do, and reversely … and nobody has the right to order other one according his wish."

Therefore, human is a being who based on its creation has knowledge and right to choose, and he can distinguish between good and evil and to choose freely, and through very his specific creation he bears the heavy divine burden on his shoulders.

The foundation of freedom for both thinkers is equal with human’s rationality. But in Kant, freedom is more internal, namely freedom from all desires and feelings that are obstacles on the way of person’s ethical life. But Allamah Tabataba’i focused more on its philosophical aspect and discussed about the existential origin of freedom. So their intents of freedom aren’t equal. But both emphasized that if a person did an act forcibly, then his act has no moral value.

For Allamah, freedom is for human being, in addition to God. And for Kant, human being is utterly free and is limited only by itself. Although there are no common foundations in freedom debate in the thought of Kant and Tabataba’i, but both of them are at one that human must have full freedom externally and internally.

The Specifications and Function of Practical Reason

The statements of practical reason are named constructions by Allamah, and he maintained that they are constructed by human’s fancy. In definition of construction he said: “the construction is giving the definition of something or its related rule to another thing through fancy.”

Thus Allamah named the science which is obtained about practical reason’s objects as constructionist science, and this determines the relation between human and its present acts. Definitely this must be added that constructionist sciences are based upon a truth and the relation also must be extracted from them and following this some external effects will be happened on them.

In another classification, Allamah considered constructions and their related sciences as constructions in general sense and placed it against essence and construction in specific sense originated from human’s feelings and are necessary for activity of human’s active faculties. Allamah maintained that this kind of construction can be in any living being’s behavior. The specific constructions related to human are divided into two groups by Allamah: construction before and after community formation. Pre-community constructions aren’t based upon individual. The concepts such as justice, good and bad, the principle of science following, and construction of sure-led guess are pre-community construction. But post-community constructions are the effects of human’s active and formative faculties and are dependent on individual, including marriage, education, superiority and subordinacy, forbidding and enjoining and so on. In another classification, post-community constructions are divided into unchangeable general and changeable private. Fixed general construction are including construction of science following and construction of community, and changeable private construction of different community forms are various in different ages.

The main items in Allamah’s definition of practical reason’s function are: any living being deals with some acts, takes some points as the goals of its activities, and moves towards them by some strengths and tools that are provided in a natural and formative way. Also active strengths of human make some feelings within him so that led him to love the acts of his faculties and to demand them, and in other hand, to hate some events that are in contrary with his faculties and strengths and don’t want them.

“I must want this desirable”, this is the relation that we establish between our active faculties and our feeling form which is correspondence with an act’s effect. For example, “we must eat this food” is a relation that one has established in memory of fullness during hungriness. He placed the relation of necessity between himself and the internal sense of fullness or pleasure and his mild mood in fullness. In this mood he regarded himself as desirous and that as desire. This fullness penetrates in swallowing, chewing, putting in mouth, taking, approaching, and rising hand.

So any work which is assayed in comparison with human’s leniency and perfection or non-leniency and deficiency, it goodness and badness will be cleared. Therefore person makes must and must not constructions. These don’t need any enactor to enact and to announce them to persons, rather the nature assigned these musts and must nots are assigned to human kind. So all individual and social musts and must nots become construction in this way.

Allamah added that the construction of obligation is a general construction that no act is excluded from it. Any act is realized according to belief to its necessity. Good, bad, ugliness, and beauty are direct production of obligations and musts. Allamah believed that principles of usage, community, and right-wrong are constructions that human’s reason itself constructed their related musts and must nots. Human constructed justice and oppression for
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his/her interest. He seeks everybody’s’ interest for the sake of his interest, and justice-related must is constructed by human because of everybody’s benefit.

The late Tabataba’i didn’t believe that the good and the bad are eternal things, but he maintained that society’s intellectuals may present new concepts according to their understanding and the progression of society for better realization of society’s interests.

For Allamah reason has a cognition nature in both its kinds, and the only difference between them is about their objects. In summary, the object of practical reason is related to practical things, and the object of theoretical reason is related to impractical things. For adherents of this view, there is mixing up of science and act in practical reason.

The main criterion that may be derived from Kant’s philosophy about theoretical reason is its practicality. This means that only that knowledge may be considered as science that is based upon experience. Therefore, although for Kant human’s reason has some structures that come before experience, but the beginning of science and also its usage are placed in experience and its realm. In fact Kant wants to say that all our knowledge begin with experience, because our senses must be impressed by things for activation of our cognition faculty, and when senses that are our raw materials of experience were introduced, the work of our mind begins. In other words, rejecting rational and divine intuition for human, that is human has no intuition of impractical facts, Kant intended to limit intuition faculty in human to sensual intuition which this intuition is possible only through sense related items namely time and space by receiving external data. So for Kant, science has a fundamental root that is sense and experience.

Ethics or practical reason is another process in Kant’s thought and it can be said that it is a sort of theoretical reason’s outcome or result. Because for Kant, in practical reason, reason is considered in its practical role, or its working or effective aspect or its subjectivity about doing acts and moral behaviors, which in it rational cognition isn’t under attention. To describe this it must be said that for Kant in practical reason awareness of what is isn’t considered; rather knowledge of what people must do is important. In other words, for Kant reason can be appeared in thinking to the same extent that it can be in act. Therefore, philosopher of ethics has the duty to derive a priori moral elements and to represent their origin so that those propositions and a priori moral axioms to be used in practical reason same as in theoretical reason. So Kant’s project in practical reason is to demonstrate possible principles that may be called moral axioms.

The moral cognition considered by Kant is like scientific cognition that is based on a priori axioms. Just as Kant discovered that scientific cognition is possible if a priori items to be attributed to experience by mind. Also as he said we must not seek the foundation and origin of obligation and commitment in human’s nature or in world situation, but we must seek it merely in concepts of reason as a priori.

Therefore, about the function of practical reason in Kant and Allamah, and its relation to theoretical reason it can be said that for Allamah practical reason has a function that relatively is independence of practical reason, in fact, practical reason is the same faculty that controls the act and behavior of men. Or its work is to understand musts and must nots, in other words, practical reason is the base of life’s sciences, and practical reason judges that whether I must do this or not? But for Kant, the function of practical reason follows the function of theoretical reason. In first critique, Kant discusses the quality of metaphysical possibility. Kant stated that reason in first case is called as theoretical reason and in second case as practical reason. For more explanation it must be said that in first case reason merely embodies a priori concepts of mind through senses (these concepts aren’t from sensual experience in no way, but they are as the form of person’s mind). According to Kant, these sensual experiences are immediate perceptions, but without a priori concepts they led our mind to nothing. But about second function of reason that is called practical reason by Kant in fact reason embodies something that never is included in realities.

Objectivity and Justification in Practical Reason

For Kant, a priori synthetic proposition is an intersection of objective and mental things. In other words, real accordance between objective things and our mental concepts only may be realized through synthesizing a priori synthetic propositions, which this has occurred in Newtonian physics completely. Therefore Kant says that generality and necessity, as characteristics of a priori synthetic propositions, provide the conditions for objectivity and also are main criteria for objectivity. Because Kant maintained that objectivity is making an agreement between mental things and external ones. Or objectivity is accepting that there are some general and necessary rules in nature which a priori synthetic propositions represent them. Kant divided imperatives into two groups, conditional and absolute, which conditional ones aren’t moral imperatives for him. Conditional imperatives are divided into two kinds: an example for first one is “if you want reach that outcome then you must have that thing or you must do that act”, and he called this kind as “doubtful conditional.” An example for second kind says that “because you naturally interested in happiness so you must do that act”, this example isn’t formally a conditional, but in its content there is
a condition with this difference that doubtful state which is existed in first one—because maybe somebody doesn’t want reach that mentioned outcome, so in this regard this is doubtful— isn’t existed in second one, but in second conditional statement there is a definite willing to happiness. Kant named second one as “emphasized conditional”. Both imperatives are conditional and none of them has a moral value, since a moral axiom mustn’t be conditional. Although conditional imperatives may be authentic, but they never can be objective; since they are always conditional. They provide cause for who he interests in the mentioned goal, but this isn’t right about who he doesn’t show interest in that outcome. It seems that all conditional imperatives remain in mind and are dependent on person’s wishes and wants and none of them will be consisted with “real imperative of reason”.

Another group is absolute imperatives that are called as necessary imperatives by Kant. Absolute imperative in a priori way and independence from experience is: obeying general rule that can be expressed generally this way: “act in a way so that the rule of your act will be willingly the general law of nature.”

Obligational imperative commands us to do our duty and do this for itself. This isn’t dependent on any condition and doesn’t say us that: “do your duty if this or that is happened …”, in other words, this imperative is an absolute thing. On the hand, since all effects and data are produced through nature’s laws, absolute imperative can be defined as follows: “do in a way that your act method will be turned into nature’s law according your will”. Both formulations are clear and show the contradiction of absolute imperative and conditional imperative. Therefore objectivity in Kant’s practical reason is related to necessity same as in theoretical reason, and Kant in fact introduced a new definition of objectivity, so that whether in theoretical or in practical reason, those axioms have objectivity that are necessary.

But objectivity in Tabataba’i’s theoretical and practical reason is different Kant’s. Allamah divided human’s perceptions into two groups of real and constructional perceptions:

**Real Perceptions**

These are such meanings that ultimately have conformity with external things, in a way that these beings are inherently equal with these meanings. This is the case whether these meanings were produced through abstraction or contemplation or to attributing them to things or not; for example “earth”, “sky” and “stars” that have exact instance in external world, so that abstraction, thinking, and assignation of these meanings or not has no effect about them, so we call such meaning as truths.†

**Constructive Concepts**

“These are meanings that we assign to external things and if we ignore the aspect of imagination and thinking, there is no external realization and instances for them. For example the word “property” that through this meaning owner can realize his possession without any trouble and disturbance by others. Or like “headship” that trough this one can manage thing in the realm of his headship”.†

What we said here about real concepts clears that constructional concepts are products of mind and language, and we call this process as construction. In other words, constructional concepts are discovered by mind or made of it. Constructional concepts make a relation between truths and for example build some new concepts for example between land and human, so that “if there is no construction then there are no property, no owner and owned one, but only human and earth.” So the concept of ownership can’t be occurred.

Constructions are produced by human for satisfaction of his primary needs in social life, and also for realization of his good and benefit, or to prevent evil and lose.

These perceptions and knowledge aren’t produced by external things, indeed it is human that produce them and he is inspired by internal feelings in this construction. “These internal feelings themselves are from active faculties and working systems in human kind. These practical sciences aren’t produced from theoretical reason, they are granted to human by omnipotent God”. These concepts all are “imaginative and only are in mind and imagination, not in external world. What is present in external world is only human and its acts and its influence on external things and materials. Therefore the rules that are issued by practical reason for Allamah aren’t objective and this is against theoretical reason that has real propositions.

**Necessity and Generality in Kant and Tabataba’i**

Kant maintained that human’s cognition is from union of two faculties, understanding and sensation. Sensation receives sensible forms, and then the understanding faculty will be impressed after receiving the material of cognition and will be activated, so cognition may be occurred. For Kant there is a difference between theoretical cognition and experimental cognition. Experimental cognition has no necessity and generality, since experience

† Tabataba’i, Human from the Beginning to the End, p. 49.
† Tabataba’i, Human from the Beginning to the End, p. 51.
teaches us that a thing is in this or that way, but doesn’t teach us that that thing isn’t otherwise or isn’t in this or that way.

There is relative and presumptive generality through induction only in experience. But non-experimental and theoretical cognition is a cognition that isn’t based on experience and has generality and necessity.

Now if we have a proposition and axiom that no exception is within it, then it is non-experimental and has necessity and generality. Therefore, generality and necessity are criteria which demonstrate a proposition is non-experimental. Thus, in Kant, practical reason’s propositions have necessity and generality, and take their generality from their non-experimental quality.

Kant believed that there is no generality and necessity in experience and sense; he said that necessity and generality haven’t external existences so that to be obtainable by them.

But our mind has these concepts in a priori way. So necessity and generality of propositions in the theoretical mathematics and theoretical empirical sciences, and essentially wherever there is a necessary and general axiom, is indebted to assignation of understanding’s items. And necessity itself is one of these items.

Consequently, about necessity and generality in Kant’s axioms, whether axioms of theoretical or practical reason, it can be said that generality and necessity of theoretical reason’s axioms are obtained from mind, and practical reason’s axioms have generality and necessity because they haven’t empirical component.

About generality of law and conformity with human’s acts it can be said summarily that Kant differentiated between “rule” and “principle”. Rule is mental form of moral law in moral subject, and principle is general and objective aspect of moral code, for example, this saying that “I mustn’t lie” is a rule and “lying is bad principally” is a law or general principle. Now one must will in a way he be able to express his willful rule as general law. Moral principle or moral law is respectable and binding and we must will and do in way that to be able to state our will as an absolute and general law, or to turn it into a general moral law. Kant called this transformation of moral rule into general law or principle as “absolute or categorical imperative”.

The main question before Allamah is that why constructions must have authority and necessity. About authority, he used rational yardstick of spirituality and non-spirituality, this means that necessity of planning, preservation of system, forbiddance of disorder, necessity of respect to individual’s rights, and so on, all return to social spirituality and non-spirituality. In this way human’s reason understands these and decides that constructions have authority. So it seems that human and society have no need to canonical rules and religion because of constructions and relying on reason by human. But Allamah, while he pays his attention to constructions, maintained that human needed canonical rules or religion for social justice. In interpretation of a part of Baqarah sura, verse 213, said that basing upon self-interest, the exploitation of human by human is an existential element of human being, and this element leads to conflict in life. But there is another element in human, namely perfectionism and cooperation, which necessitates laws for human society. Law can originated from human, whether its materialistic or liberalist forms, or it may be from a divine source. In interpretation of above sura, Allamah said that history has demonstrated that human-originated laws have prevented wars and devastations, and also maybe in a reverse way have caused these. This question may be suggested here that why human-originated laws can’t prevent wars and destruction? Allamah’s answer here is that although practical reason understands generalities, but sometimes some generalities about acts or some mean generalities such as veracity is good or mendacity is bad will be unknown to practical reason and it can’t understands all general aspects of badness and correctness also all related details, so it brings many uncertainties for human understanding. Thus human must be relied on something not limited one which is omnipotent God, in this way human can release himself from reason’s restrictions.

Tabataba’i and Kant have different view on necessity and generality in practical reason. Tabataba’i maintained that practical reason’s rules take their necessity from God, but on the other side, Kant maintained that practical reason’s rules take their necessity from self-based reason. About the relation of necessity in practical reason with necessity in theoretical reason in Kant it can be said that experimental propositions in theoretical reason aren’t necessary and take their necessity from reason just like as practical reason which takes its necessity from reason.

In relation to necessity and generality of theoretical and practical reason In Tabataba’i we can say that according to him, we have to enact practical reason based on theoretical reason especially natural sciences. There is no hope that in the field of social constructions some terms or propositions to be produced so that they not to be assigned to truths in a way. Therefore in Tabataba’i, in contrary to Kant who takes necessity from reason, we observe that necessity and generality are taken from reason and external.

Justification in Practical Reason

Human in itself for Kant is the end, because will in any person is the origin of moral law and strength of general moral laws. Ethical imperative is absolute and will—which is subordinate to moral imperative of moral law—isn’t contingent to no condition and follows no tendency or prudence. Will only follows moral law that person is its enactor. So will only follows its law, therefore it can be said that: will is free and autonomous. This autonomous quality of will can be expressed in correct two ways in formulation of the categorical imperative. In this way, this principle will be established that never act according to any rule that can’t be transformed into a general law consistently. And act always in a way that will to be able to consider itself such that it decides about and enacts general law by its rule.

For Kant, the supreme principle in ethics is “will’s supremacy” and if we don’t accept it, then we must exploit other methods to justify the foundations of ethics, method that were not accepted by Kant as sufficient ways. In this regard, Kant said: even we turn to God’s will for justification and explanation of moral propositions, still there is this question that why we must according to God’s will. If we accept will’s sovereignty, then the laws of will are originated in its essence, and sovereignty of will means its freedom. Kant didn’t say that we must not obey God’s will if it occurred, but at first we must know that it is a duty to obey God. Thus before obedience to God, however we as reasonable beings must enact laws. Therefore, “autonomous quality of moral will” is the supreme principle of his ethics.

The justifiers for (practical reason’s) constructions are divided into metaphysical, environmental, social-cultural, and individual by Alammah. Metaphysical justifiers are divine and devilish ones, and geographic environmental parameters are related to workplace, living place, social-cultural issues, education, and political sociability, and individual justifiers are depended on individual mood:
A) Mental problem is one of justifiers of construction which is different one by one.
B) Internal feelings and moralities are very influential on people about following a specific kind of construction.
C) Different geographical regions have different and high effects on constructions through region’s natural specifications for example coldness and warmness.
D) Development is an effective element in this regard in human life, because of increasing awareness, yesterday life isn’t consistent with today requirements, and so about yesterday requirements with today life.

Alammah has different opinions about practical reason, therefore has different views about its justification. Sometimes for him in some of his works the justification is upon reason itself, and sometimes it is upon practical outcomes of practical reason’s rules, and sometimes he attributed it to God. In contrary in Kant’s practical reason, the justification in upon reason only and this is reason or will that will decide that which rule is right and wrong and which one must be obeyed.

About justification of theoretical reason and its relation to the justification in Kant’s practical reason it must be said that justification in theoretical reason is provided by experiences and a priori rules of reason, but in practical reason it is only from reason itself, because there is no experimental origin for practical reason’s rules. But about theoretical reason’s rules in Alammah, he has a very close view to Kant’s, because justification in these rules is from reason and experiences but in practical reason it is in a way from act and its results.

**Eternity in Practical Reason**
Allamah believed that one obtains beauty and ugliness concepts in three steps, and generalizes them to other issues:

At first step, person will be fascinated by seeing the beauties of others (namely a good proportion and proper placement of sensation organs in related places) and regarded them as consistent with his state, and he extracts the concept of beauty from this consistency with his state and temperament. On the other hand, the concept of ugliness is derived by observation of disproportion among organs.

At second step, one generalizes these concepts to acts and constructional meanings—in terms of agreement and disagreement with society’s intent (individual and social happiness for human kind); for example “justice” concept is a beauty because it is in agreement with human’s happiness, and “oppression” is a bad and ugly concept because is in disagreement with human’s happiness.

In this stage, both concepts are generalized over other events and real things which are in consistency with perfection and happiness and if these real things and events were consistent with individual and social happiness then the abstract concept of good will be derived otherwise the abstract concept of bad will be derived.

Here it is concluded that one after these steps called good what may lead human towards happiness and enjoyment of life and called as bad what are in reverse way. Therefore for human, justice, help to needy people, education, benevolence, and so on are good, but injustice, hostility and so on are bad. In this way, eternity of moral principles also can be justified, because if agreement or disagreement of acts with social intents (that is perfection
and happiness) to be eternal, then they are good or bad eternally; otherwise their quality will be unstable and changeable.

About human and its eternity Allamah proved that human is eternal in two ways, one about opinions which their opinions are similar to antecedents and the second is their acts. He believed that after resurrection the world with all of its requirements which bodies is one of them will turn into afterworld. He doesn’t believe that bodies in resurrection time are obedience to soul. For him, after genesis of resurrection world and resurrectional bodies, human will be realized as a truth composed of body and soul in resurrectional world. Therefore soul, despite its difference against body, throughout this episode is in a way in unity with body according to their entities, and one’s body in this episode is his worldly body and he is the same worldly person. For Allamah human’s practice and act is live and eternal and although person distances from his previous acts after some time, but that is happened within its vessel in the world and has an effect that will not disappeared.

Allamah also believed that in addition to our act’s appearance there is an essence for our act that this will be appeared in another episode. He maintained that human seemingly lives according to a conventional and constructional system, and because any constructional thing relies upon a formative and original thing which is its underneath, then human being according to the essence is placed in a natural and formative system.

Thus Allamah maintained that although human’s acts are formed upon a constructional system, but these acts have a truth and their truths are in another world, and then all past acts are present and visible for him in resurrection and nobody has no doubt about his acts. He believed that it is impossible that a thing including human’s act to be eliminated from the whole system.

About eternity of moral rules Kant believed that because ethics is based on the concept of human as a free being … and isn’t in need of another being supreme to human to know his duties and also isn’t in need of another being except him and law to do his tasks. Then ethics never needs religion because of itself, rather it doesn’t need religion thanks to practical reason. According to Kant ethics is based on “independence and autonomy of will”, so it is obvious that except about things including emotions (fear, hope, authority), he negated natural and metaphysical issues about will, and this is the main cause that he didn’t establish ethics upon religion. But because ethical laws force us to consider the supreme good as a bridge between virtue and happiness and as a definite postulate, that is to say through moral codes we are required to presume God and eternity; therefore ethics leads to religion inescapably.

Kant’s philosophy of ethics is based upon freedom of will, this is why religion originated in ethics; this means that will is follower of the absolute, but this is will itself which is deviser of the absolute. Whoever thinks that ethics is based upon divine rules, thus follows the will of the other. And definitely he is convinced that belief in God who rewards for the good and punishes for the bad is a necessity thing for assurance about full obligation to moralities. Although emphasized on rational cognition of moral criteria and independence of moral obligations and their establishment on reason’s and conscience’s commands, but he demands belief in God for giving meaning to human’s moral efforts.

Therefore, according to Kant, people need religion and God for cognition of moral duties, not for finding motives. They don’t need religion for act to their duty; rather ethics is self-sufficient thanks to theoretical reason.

Eternity for Kant is “to regard God as general enactor of law, who must be respected, in our duties”, but what is the meaning of respect for God? This means to obey the moral law and act aiming to discharge one’s duties. Understanding of moral law is independent of religiosity, but believer one considers moral law as God’s command. Therefore, in fact, in order to understand moral law or for obedience it isn’t necessary to look at religion from viewpoint of law. Autonomy may be based on a thing other than reason. If we regard morality as loyalty to God’s will, then we are encountering will as another religion, this means that if we consider ourselves as rewarder and punisher behind moral law, then we have followed the “prudence” rule, therefore fear of punishment or expected reward is our motive to obey moral law, so the moral value of our acts will be spoiled.

Therefore our practical reason and this theoretical practical reason is the only valid ground of religious belief and act. In this case, religious claims must be limited to those that are consistent with our moral argument in the limits of theoretical reason, even I must know what are my duties before that I accept them as divine commands. Kant argues that moral bindings in this sense are independent of religion and even God. Ethics’ morality because of itself doesn’t need religion at all, rather thanks to theoretical practical reason, it is self-sufficient. But since it is difficult to make tangible claims of moral bindings without God and His will, so based upon reason we can only accept that we have to be religious according a moral duty, it means that we consider our duties in a way so that they all are God’s commands and we will do this for strengthening our moral intention and determination.

In regard to comparison between views of Kant and Allamah about eternity, we see that both have different opinions in this regard. Allamah relates it to God and otherworld, but in contrary Kant about eternity of moral rules maintained that it isn’t an otherworldly thing, and it is only will and reason which justifies eternity of these rules.
The Gap between Theoretical Reason and Practical Reason

Since reasonable self wants to obtain perfection, so it is an inherent trait for theoretical wisdom to pay its attention to the depth of truths, and reasonable self also in practical wisdom tries to reach objective and practical perfection. Genuine understandings are desirable for human directly and because of these sciences.

For Allamah this is the kind of our view of and our demand from understanding, and our approach to external object that can determine what is the kind of wisdom for us, theoretical or practical. Thus some sciences are desirable merely because of themselves and exploration of truth is for truth itself. In this case, inherent effects and benefits of these sciences are scientific ones, and their practical effects and benefits are secondary and borrowed ones not inherent. Of course there is some knowledge that may be desirable only for their practical usages and scientific effects about them aren’t considered by mind, for example ethics and art and politics, but theoretical sciences that were mentioned in first group although have firstly some scientific effects and benefits inherently and for affirmation, what is desirable about them is truth itself, but when affirmation and realization is considered such sciences (practical and not rationally) dismiss theoretical cognitions and pursuit scientific benefits totally.

For Allamah the relation between theoretical reason and practical reason is that theoretical reason concerns about understanding of things which are certain and fixed or in the other words they are existed eternally and may not be changed through time and place changes. But the knowledge of practical reason is unstable, transformable, and relative.

According to this explanation, reason has two kinds of understanding: 1) First one is certain and firm and leads to an absolute judgment by person, for example knowledge of God, and also sciences such as geometry and mathematics. 2) Second one is an understanding that is related to devise acts and their realization in external world. In this case, understanding is a function of findings from outside of mind, some findings that understanding may be under transformation and reconstruction through their change, although it can be said that in second case also any object of understanding may be stable in a proper limits with attention to its operational and realization conditions. For example, giving money to a beggar to the world? In contrary to what empiricists presented to us, but also we understand it.

For Kant, generally, moral must and must nots are constructional sciences, and in answer to the question that what is the relation between constructional sciences and real and theoretical sciences including empirical or philosophical ones he negated any relation between them. Allamah here is in agreement with some Britain philosophers such as More and Hume about this matter that rationally we can’t inference musts from “what is s”.

Kant also started from theoretical field, but when he saw that this field leads to a closed way and deadlock and he couldn’t progress in his thought school properly, and then he entered ethics and practical wisdom field. Kant maintained that there are some points in theoretical reason that he can’t resolve problems. In the field of theoretical reason Kant wanted to explain the world and to reject empirical theory of some antecedent philosophers such as Locke, Berkeley, and Hume, and then to prove this matter that in encountering external world, not only world is presented to us, but also we understand it. This means that if there is no human, then it is unknown what will happen to the world? In contrary to what empiricists say that external world impacts on us and our mind actually isn’t an image of the external world that is represented to us, rather we understand it. Kant expanded his opinion. For example he said that when we look at a rose, its beauty is from where? Whether it is from itself or I am to see this beauty in it? Kant unlike antecedent philosophers said that this is me that am beautiful and I see beautifully. When he said this and attributed all to himself, then he declared that there is no external world but I don’t know essentially that this world is the world in whose view? I don’t know if I weren’t human, whether there is a world in itself or not? In other words, he turns the world into a phenomenon. We can consider it and the world is unknown for us inherently, and what we grasp in external world are phenomena that we take from external world.

Thus there are things that we can consider them in theoretical reason. Therefore we go to practical reason. Kant regarded a wide field for practical reason. Moralists before Kant were empiricists who came to this view that what we realize from external world, behaviors, and characters and so on all are represented to us as constructional. Kant didn’t want to accept this. Since that wasn’t in agreement with his school fundamentally. Also according to his promise he intended to rationalize Christianity and church. Previous constructional ethics wasn’t understandable for him and he couldn’t accept it. In his ethical school, Kant claimed to rational explanation and he wanted to understand what the relation of religion to ethics is.

Through dividing reason into theoretical and practical, Kant maintained that theoretical reason, because of its concepts and categories that are effective only in experience realm, is incapable totally to prove and to negate metaphysical things, so it can be said he is an agnostic in the field of theoretical reason. He maintained that human can’t prove or negate God’s existence and his traits and also of self and any other non-empirical things. Human nor can introduce a proof about the existence or non-existence of them because existence or inexistence are understanding items that only are effective in experience realm. If theoretical reason attributes its concepts, for example existence and inexistence, to non-empirical things, then it entangled in mistake; but about practical reason
he believed that it can prove the existence of God and of self and of eternity, also he wrote a book entitled “Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone”. In this book he stated that there is full coordination between practical reason and religion.

The Effect of Theoretical Reason on Practical Reason

To understand Kant’s ethics philosophy, separating it from his thought system leads to misunderstanding of Kant. In first critique, Kant asks about possibility of understanding the problems of mathematics, physics, and metaphysics, and finally concludes that: because of a priori synthetic propositions in mathematics and physics, their cognition is possible. But the cognition of metaphysical propositions through theoretical reason is impossible, because these propositions aren’t a priori and synthetic. So it may be mentioned that Kant in his first critique seeks a priori synthetic propositions and the specification of cognition’s concern is that they are a priori. This matter is followed in his second critique, namely The Critique of Practical Reason.”

Kant’s predecessors mainly believed that ethical question must be initiated from ethical definition that consequently the concept of moral law and binding can be derived from it, but Kant disagreed with this view. He regarded predecessors’ approach as the source for all confusions about transcendental principle of ethics, because they were seeking a will’s concern to produce it in an article from a law.

Instead they must look at a law that directly determined will in a priori way and then must went to seek a proper concern for it. The primary duty of a philosopher of ethics for Kant must be that he separates a priori elements in ethical knowledge and demonstrates their origins. In this sense we can say that philosopher of ethics asks that how are a priori synthetic propositions possible in ethics?

Kant discusses antecedence of practical reason over theoretical reason. This antecedence in Kant’s thought has two meanings, first one is rational antecedence of ethics or practical reason over metaphysics or theoretical reason, and second one is value antecedence of practical reason over theoretical reason. The antecedence of practical reason over theoretical reason means that there is no ethics within metaphysics. This made a great crisis among philosophers, because this Kant’s opinion opened the way for him to induce metaphysics in ethics. The main discussion is that what the meaning of antecedence of practical reason is and what is its relation to transcendental idealism. The antecedence of practical reason means that ethics is genuine, and it is a reason that formulates the theory of ethics and issues moral rules upon it, or in fact issues rules about what “we must do”. In the discussion of antecedence of practical reason over theoretical reason, in terms of rational, Kant believed that ethics doesn’t debt to metaphysics, rather it is metaphysics that joins the ethics, and strength of metaphysics is from ethics.

But Allamah Tabataba’i, regarding two realms for the understandable, maintained that there are two reasons for human: practical reason and theoretical reason. Practical reason judges about human’s behaviors and that whether they are good or evil, and beneficial or harmful; and theoretical reason judges about the truth of things, objects, their existence and inexistence and their inherent qualities, no matter they are within circle of human behavior or not. Therefore in the view of Allamah, in contrary to Kant, these two fields – theoretical and practical reasons- are totally independent, while in Kant we noticed that theoretical reason somehow is effective in involvement of practical reason in cognition of ethics; since in fact it is the restriction of theoretical reason that places practical reason on this way.

There is no doubt that, in Allamah, ethical purification and sublimation in practical reason affect on theoretical reason, so according to Allamah if we wanted to leave free reason in thinking, arguing, and inference, then we must supervise our good and bad desires and emotions. If greed rules over us, if hostility, prejudice and spite subjugated us, if we were jealous and revengeful and these fires were blazing in us, we must know that this fire will destroy our existence, health, calmness and our organs as its fuel, and produce dark smokes which make our spirit gloomy, therefore our reason will be blind.

So as theoretical reason is the guider of practical reason, also human sublimity in practical reason brings brightness and serenity and strength to theoretical reason. In other words, these two sides of reason have mutual effect on each other.

Conclusion

One of important differences between Kant and Allamah Tabataba’i, in relation to the issue of theoretical and practical reasons, is about the essence of this faculty, reason. Kant maintained that we have only one faculty that is divided into two because of its function; in fact if reason’s function is about “what is-s” then it is theoretical reason, and if it concerns about musts and must nots, then we encounter practical reason. But Allamah and Kant are in agreement about the function of practical reason –cognition moral issues and life’s musts and must nots- and also about the function of theoretical reason- cognition of “what is-s”. But the difference between these thinkers is that
according to Allamah there are two independent faculties for human, and these two different reasons are existed independently with independent functions.

Another difference between these two philosophers is about the necessity of the rules of practical reason. For Kant, the rules of practical reason have necessity and are true for any person in any time and any world, and actually their justifications come from their necessity. But according to Allamah the rules of theoretical reason originated in constructions and these are mental things for Allamah which human constructed for its interests, therefore these rules are relative.

Beside these differences, there are similarities between both philosophers about theoretical and practical reasons. Both maintained that practical reason’s decisions came from reason itself and without any relation to external world and therefore they need theoretical reason for their justifications, also both take the hand of theoretical reason away from practical reason, and they believed that theoretical reason doesn’t interfere in practical reason and in justifications and necessity of practical reason’s decisions.
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